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a unitary and Rousseauistic understanding of

for the creation of a union of orders at the upcom‐

sovereignty and the general will take hold of the
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revolutionary imagination as early as summer

that the union envisioned by those pamphleteers

1789, if not sooner? Was the possibility of work‐

associated with the influential Society of Thirty

able constitutional government foreclosed from

was one in which each order had to "be prepared

the very beginning by the incipient radicalism of

to accept political compromise and be willing to

revolutionary political culture? In this study of

sacrifice certain of its long-held assumptions

the early revolutionary campaign for a "union of

about its place in society to meet the nation's

orders," Kenneth Margerison, professor of history

greater political objectives" (p. 41). Nurtured and

at Southwest Texas State University, provides

promoted by a language of political accommoda‐

strong ammunition for a negative answer to these

tion and conciliation, such a consensual concep‐

questions, thereby joining a number of authors

tion of union, Margerison points out, differs sig‐

who have recently sought to counter the tenden‐

nificantly from the "unitary" Rousseauian model

cies of historians like François Furet and Keith

of revolutionary unity generally posited by the

Baker to see 1789 as little more than a staging
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ground for Jacobinism and the Terror.[2] What is

matically cast as evil and dangerous conspirators

especially noteworthy about Margerison, in com‐
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union" or the guillotine. Moreover, paying partic‐

thodoxy,"[3] is his willingness to engage the Furet/

ular attention to the emphasis on the need for

Baker school on its own methodological terrain,

consensus found in Jansenist thought and in the

the field of pre-revolutionary and revolutionary

work of Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, Margerison ar‐

discourse.

gues that the Society of Thirty's pamphleteers
drew on well-established currents of eighteenth
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century political thought which had asserted that

tionalists up to and through the summer of 1789

"a unanimous will could not be formed until all
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had agreed on what that will entailed" and which

and, for that matter, their own unity, in the face of

therefore "implied that dissent would remain le‐

a dizzying stream of unprecedented events.

gitimate" (p. 37). Thus, the balanced ideological

Having managed in the months leading up to

analysis furnished by Margerison reminds us that

the Estates-General to put themselves in prime po‐

the French revolutionary longing for unity and

sition to assume revolutionary leadership, the na‐

consequent distaste for party and faction (a dis‐

tional constitutionalists of the Society of Thirty

taste which, incidentally, was also quite promi‐

and their allies among the deputies of the Third
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Estate soon faced a serious challenge from the

discourse) could, at least in discursive form, co-ex‐

abbé Sieyès, whose exclusion (in What Is the
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In addition to resurrecting some of the ne‐
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mediate political circumstances in the activities of
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paign for a union of orders originated as a re‐

Sieyès and his anti-unionist ideas. Noting the en‐
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Duport to the notorious Parlement of Paris ruling

sion of union was effectuated in the aftermath of

of 25 September 1788 that the Estates-General fol‐
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and common deliberations among the orders as a

early
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the Parlement and the government from which to
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appeal to public opinion. Providing what amounts

whom "the general will lacked by its very nature

to a kind of pre-history of the Feuillant party,

the unitary character Rousseau and Sieyès associ‐

Margerison then follows the twists and turns of

ated with sovereignty" (p. 178).

ideological retooling and strategic maneuvering
undertaken by Duport and the national constitu‐
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In his final chapter, Margerison follows Du‐

Margerison's final recourse to a defense of the old

port and his associates through the key debates of
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force behind the passage of the anti-feudalism de‐
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effort to sustain their vision of constitutional gov‐

pact
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worth the attention of anyone interested in fol‐
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ary research.
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